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Registration and Student Life Fees Passed bv Board After Approvel by Student Senate
Student Resistance Arrives Too Late to Stop New Fees
Tim Syrek
News Writer
Douglas Luke was mad. He felt 
he had to take action, and he did.
Luke, a senior at Grand Valley 
State University decided an in­
crease in Student Life and regis­
tration fees were uncalled for and 
wanted to voice his concerns to the 
GVSU Board of Control. He 
started gathering petitions the night 
before the board meeting.
In less than four hours he gath­
ered 302 signatures in opposition 
to the $45 in additional fees that 
were to be brought up at the meet­
ing the next day. He started at the 
downtown L.V. Eberhard Center 
and garnered 25 signatures in 20 
minutes.
Luke then went to the Allendale 
campus and collected the other
The senate approved the plan for the increased fees after several open meetings where 
students could voice their opinion. ‘
"We went by what input we had from the students.": Candace Cowling, Student Senate 
President.
275 signatures from students he 
confronted with the issue.
“Of all the students I talked to, 
only eight refused to sign. That 
tells me that students are not in 
favor of the fees,” Luke said.
The day of the Board of Control 
meeting he was told the meeting 
was at 3 p.m., when in reality it 
was earlier in the day. He missed 
the meeting and the chance to give 
the Board members something to 
think about before voting on the 
fees. The fees were unanimously 
passed before Luke could deliver
the petitions.
When he found he had missed 
the meeting, he delivered the peti­
tions to Jean Enright, Board of 
Control Secretary.
“I was told by the secretary of 
the board that they would get back 
to me about the petitions,” Luke 
said. “I haven’t heard a thing from 
them... they aren’t responding to 
the student’s concerns very well.”
Luke was upset and believes the 
Board of Control has given him 
the run around. He said the Board 
of Control got what they wanted,
“they increased the fee’s... and now 
they will just slide the issue under 
the table.”
Luke has his own solution and 
doesn’t support paying for things 
he will never use.
“I will be happy to pay for what 
I use, that’s the way it should be 
for the student body,” he said.
Jean Enright said she distrib­
uted copies of the petitions to the 
board members right after the 
meeting but has not heard a re­
sponse from any of the members.
“The board approved the fee
with approval from the Student 
Senate,” she said. “We feel that 
the Student Senate speaks for the 
students... we followed their rec­
ommendation.”
Student Senate President Can­
dace Cowling said the senate ap­
proved the plan for the increased 
fees after several open meetings 
for students to voice their opinion 
to them.
“We went by what input we had 
from the students,” she said. “If 
he brings it (the petitions) before 
the student senate, then we will 
see what needs to be done.”
But Luke is afraid it is too late 
for students to change the approval 
of the board.
“What it feels like is that the 
board is just going to try to slip this 
under the table, and everyone will 
forget about it,” he said.
Lanthorn's Computers Bug Out Pell Grant Recipients
May Have to Say 'No'
(CPS) —In a move some stu­
dent advocates are calling remi­
niscent of “1984’s” Big Brother, 
the federal government said Feb­
ruary 3, it would start asking stu­
dents who get Pell Grants to prove 
they do not use illicit drugs.
The measure was published in 
the Federal Register, the list of 
regulations and rules the govern­
ment produces to enforce federal 
laws. The drug rule, which will 
automatically go into effect if it’s 
not formally challenged within 90 
days, was created to implement 
the Drug-Free Work Place Act of 
1988.
It asks that all federal grant 
recipients, like weapons manufac­
turers, highway builders and ap­
parently even students, work in 
“drug-free” environments.
Applying it to students, said 
Sheldon Steinbach of the Ameri­
can Council on Education, the 
campus presidents’ lobbying 
group in Washington* D.C., was 
“a strained interpretation (of the 
law) that strikes me as being be­
yond the pale of what was in­
tended.” The U.S. Department of 
Education, which issued the rule, 
disagrees.
Somehow, students will have to 
swear they’re not drug abusers.
“We’re deciding if students will 
have to sign a separate form or just 
check a box on the grant applica­
tion form," said department 
spokesman Jim Bradshaw. “But 
they will have to certify they are 
drug-free and not using the funds 
for drug-related activities.” 
Ifstudentslieon the form, Brad­
shaw said, they could lose their 
grants.
Still, no one knows how to de­
termine if they are lying. “We 
don’t have the resources to check
on every student,” Bradshaw 
admitted.
“We’ll base our information of 
lips that students have gotten in­
volved in drugs or on newspaper 
articles about drug activities,” 
Bradshaw said.
Past convictions for drug pos­
session or sales shouldn’t affect a 
student’s Pell Grand application, 
Bradshaw said, but it is an issue 
the Education Department is con­
sidering.
“If the money is going to be 
used for drugs, then it’s better if 
they hand it to someone who would 
make good use of it,” said a Pell 
Grant recipient at San Diego City 
College, who asked that her name 
not be used.
“It’s great,” she said.
But Kevin Harris, organizing 
director of the United States Stu­
dent Association in Washington, 
D.C., called the regulations “an 
invasion of the personal right to 
privacy,” and a poor signal for the 
new Bush administration to send 
to students.
“I think you’ll hear a large out­
cry form students in opposition to 
this regulation,” Harris predicted. 
“It’s another signal of Big Brother 
looking down on the student popu­
lation. They want to blame youth 
for the drug problem. It’s crazy.”
In fact, students are not the only 
ones being attacked in the war on 
drugs. In early January, Florida 
Governor Bob Martinez an­
nounced that, starting in August, 
all new state employees — in­
cluding faculty members, admin­
istrators, staffers and student work­
ers at State University System of 
Florida campuses— would have 
to pass drug tests before being 
hired.
Eberhard Center Welcomes New Manager
Tim Syrek
News W riter
The L.V. Eberhard Center did 
not have a very receptive greeting 
for its new assistant building 
manager.
Nola Nielson, 33, who replaced 
Marc Daneman found out that the 
building hasn’t got all the bumps 
worked out of it yet.
“Someone got stuck in the ele­
vator at the center,” she said. “We 
couldn’t find out what floor the 
elevator was stuck on. The light 
showed the seventh floor, but we 
found it stuck between the fourth 
and fifth.”
S he called the serv ice con trac tor
and everything turned out okay.
Nielson was one of 59 appli­
cants for the job and came with 
high qualifications from her past 
position at Aquinas College where 
she served as building manager 
for the Art and Music Center.
She graduated from Calvin 
College in 1980 with a BFA in Art 
and hails from Madison Wiscon­
sin.
“ M y job is to trou ble shoot prob­
lems in the building,” said Niel­
son. “I am in charge of building 
operauons, and setung up for con­
ferences and events.”
Building Manager Dick Mehler 
said that her experience at Aqui­
nas fit the posiuon at Grand Val­
ley perfectly.
“The transition from Aquinas 
was minimal, all she has to do is 
leam the peculiarities of our sys­
tem,” said Mehler.
Nielson has a wide range of 
activities away from the univer­
sity. She has auditioned and is a 
chorus member in “Iolanthe,” a 
GilbertandSullivanOperetta. She 
is interested in music and plays the 
bass and alto recorder along with 
the violin.
Marc Daneman will stay on with 
the university as a consultant to 
the physical plant.
He said that his job was done
See NEW MANAGER, p. 4
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Siu MacKeniie takes a break from going virus hunting on the Lanthorn's computer system. The virus, first 
?/ its kind to hit Grand Valley, was detected just before Spring Break. The viral qualities that often push 
tuch outbreaks into the national news were no different here, as teh Lanthorn found itself "laid up" for 
iver a week. See story in Features Section.
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A n  you tired o f the 42nd Avenue 8 a.m. 
left-turn Hues? Are you tired o f driving a half hour 
to c*npw  just to spend another half hour snarled in 
an Allendale jam?
Well, help ia on the way. Tuesday, Mxrch 28 -  
weather perm itting -  questionnaire* representing 
the final step in an exhaustive analysis of campus 
traffic patterns will be placed on all cars pmfced on 
the Grand Valley Main Campus. Analysis of these 
surveys w ill guide engineers in determ ining what 
steps to take to reduce or eliminate Grand Valley's 
traffic problems.
GV Director of Public Safety, A1 Wygant, asks 
students, faculty and staff, "Please, fill these 
surveys out and treat them very seriously."
Results o f the survey will be combined with 
other data gathered during the year to form a "big 
picture” o f how,where and when people and their 
cars move around campus. According to Wygant, in 
the past engineers focused just on parking lot usage 
or crosswalk loading as separate events. This time, 
everything will be looked at to determine what kind 
of improvements are needed for better traffic flow
The survey, (left) m il be placed on all 
cars parked on campus throughout the day 
next Tuesday, March 28. GV Department 
o f Public Safety urges all faculty, staff, and 
students to please f il l  them out as m any, 
times as it is placed on your car.
patterns over the short and long term.
"Inform ation that students give us on these 
surveys will be influencing how we drive on this 
enmpps for the next ten to fifteen years," Wygant
The survey, conducted by Ed Swanson and 
Associates o f Grand Rapids, is the final step in a 
collection o f data dating beck to last foil. Among 
the mgjor problems being looked at are the traffic 
stacking a t the 42nd Avenue - Campus Drive 
intersection and the congestion problems at the 
north end crosswalks.
The surveys will be placed on windshields of 
every car in every lot, every time they park.
"We want to know just how people need to use 
the roads and lots here. They (Swanson and 
Associates) will be asking very specific questions. 
With good repsonses they should be able to come 
up with some solid solutions," said W ygant "We 
expect the results in May, and quick action will be 
taken on those things we can afford to implement"
In these times of tightening state budgets, solid 
solutions are important For instance, a left turn 
lane at the 42nd - Campus Dr. intersection would 
cost over $60,000.
Wygant also stressed that every time people 
park their car they will get another survey. The 
driver should still fill out the form whether or not 
he or she has, filled one out earlier in the day.
Upon completion, the forms should be folded, 
sealed and dropped into any mail drop.
Student Senate News
Student senators last week discussed the topic of honoring a member of 
Grand Valley's staff and/or faculty at the Presidents Ball on April 15. It was 
determined by vote that this year's ball will honor both Dr. George 
McDonald and Stephen W. Ford.
McDonald will be retiring from GVSU’s athletic department in May. He 
has been head of the department since 1976. Ford was director of 
Zumberge Library until he retired last December. He was appointed to that 
position in 1962, being the first library director. Ford developed the library 
from a small collection of books formerly located in a house on campus to 
its current collection of over a half million items housed in Zumberge 
Library.
In the March 1 issue of the Lanthorn, the opinion poll question was - 
about whether or not students would like a say in how the Senat^ allocates 
money to student organizations. Senate meetings are every Thursday at 
4:30 in the Portside room. The Senate is more than willing to address this 
issue or any other issue that a student would like to discuss.
Hiring & Training Student Employees 
Workshop Hits Campus March 28
The Hiring and Training Stu­
dent Employees Workshop will 
be Tuesday, March 28, from 2 to 4 
p.m„ in the Kiikjiof Center Port- 
side Room. ~  %
The Hiring and Training Stu­
dent Employees workshop will 
include a presentation by Ken 
Fridsma and Loma Hamp from 
the Financial Aid Office and a 
panel comprised of campus ex­
perts talking about training pro­
grams they have instituted in their 
units.
The panel will include: Bonnie 
Hecker from the Library, Sue 
Lindrup from the Counseling 
Center, Maxine Rogowski from 
Public Safety, and Bonnie Ulmer 
from Admissions.
Not only will the panel share 
their experiences but also respond 
to your questions or troublesome 
situations you have encountered. 
Ken Fridsma and Loma Hamp will 
also, bring us up to date on new
laws affecting student employees, 
new campus rates, and changes 
that can be expected in the near 
future.
The Clerical, Office and Tech­
nical Training and Development 
Committee has organized this 
Student Employment Workshop 
in response to the office/ technical 
staffs request for assistance in 
doing a better job coping with a 
student employee work force.
Most offices rely heavily on 
student help to get the work ac­
complished. The office staff 
spends a large amount of time 
hiring, scheduling, training stu­
dent workers and monitoring their 
work.
This workshop is intended to 
give th« staff guidance in perform­
ing these functions and avoid 
mistakes others have experienced.
Don’t miss this opportunity, call 
Personnel at Extension 2215 to 
make a reservation.
the Lanthorn
The Lanthorn Letters Section
My Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out 
GV Should Dispose of Styrofoam
Dear Editor,
Today I went to the Galley to buy my lunch. As I purchased a sdfla and 
a chicken sandwich I noticed that the containers for both the soda and (to 
go) chicken sandwich had been changed to styrofoam! This infuriated me 
because when styrofoam is thrown away and burned it helps to decay the 
O-ZONE.
When I asked an employee what happened to the paper containers, she 
said, “Complain to the management!” But I also decided to let the 
students become aware of the situation.
I feel that Grand Valley State University and its support facilities 
should use buy-o-degradible products. A college is supposed to save the 
environment, not destroy i t  So if you care,
“Complain to the management!”
Sincerely,
Jim MacDonald
wturwim ftf 
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Question:
The book store is 
full o f plastic bags, 
and the Galley is 
full of plastic cups. 
Should the Univer­
sity be promoting 
the use of recyclable 
materials?
Julie Root
Sr. Hospitality, Tourism 
Management
“1 think that as far as the 
environmental issue, yes. It 
would be better.”
Rob Wilson 
J r . Physical Ed.
“Yes, they probably should. If 
we want to keep our country 
clean, we have to start taking 
notice.”
Kris Berlin
Sr. Hospitality, Tourism 
Management
“Sure, I believe that we should. 
It will keep the country and its 
air clean. It is good for the 
environment.”
Scott Rusticus 
Criminal Psych.
“Yes, I do. There is a lot of stuff 
all over campus. I think that if 
they try to promote it that it may 
cut down on the litter.”
Jim Dorr 
Sr. Management
“I don’t see that as a problem. I 
think that it is disposed of 
properly. I see more cans than 1 
do plastic materials.”
/
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(CPS)— For 
the second time 
in two months, a 
major beer com­
pany has gotten 
in trouble with the 
student press.
This time, Miller Brewing Co. of 
Milwaukee has sent a letter to the 
editors of SS college papers apolo­
gizing for a “sexist” spring break 
advertising supplement that, Miller 
said, it had really meant as a satire.
“We blew it," the company wrote 
in apology for its supplement, called 
“Beachin’ Times” and laced with 
references to women as “babes,” 
suggestionsTor luring women to bed 
(“swallow her car keys”) and en­
treaties to “name something you can 
drink, bump and poke. Hint-it’s not 
a Babe. It’s a  volleyball.”
It was almost Miller itself. The 
University Of W isconsin at 
Madison’s student government 
proposed a student boycott of all 
Miller products when it saw the 16- 
page, four -color insert.
The Gamecock at the University 
of South Carolina, the Daily at the 
University of Michigan and the 
Tribune at Marquette University had 
refused to include the supplement in 
their pages when they first previewed 
it in January.
“There was not a place in 16 pages
Miller Takes Partying 
Too Far in Lastest Ad
that you got the impression that men 
and women talk to each other with­
out men being drunk and scamming 
on people,” said Maggie Sarachek 
of the University of Pennsylvania^ 
Women’s Alliance.
Miller sent the insert to only a few 
of the SS papers for which it was 
intended, and that was by mistake as 
CASS, the Evanston, IU.-based ad 
broker firm that arranged to distrib­
ute it, didn’t halt them in time.
“The piece wasn’t being inter­
preted as parody,"saidBevJurkow- 
sld. Miller’s public relations man­
ager.
“The people who objected were 
100 percent concerned about the 
sexist aspect of the guide," she 
added “But the ad included infor- 
matin about responsible drinking. It 
was a high-quality piece.”
Peter Herman, editor of the Mar­
quette Tribune, disagreed “The 
message was nothing but drinking. 
It had no value.”
Herman said the Tribune lost 
“$400-to-$500” by refusing to run 
the supplement “If it was a parody,
I missed it.”
Miller wasn’t 
the first ber com- 
pany accused Of in­
sulting students 
this year. In Janu­
ary, a group of stu> 
dents at Florida Atlantic University 
circulated a boycott petition clam­
ing a Budweiser ad on the back of 
FAU's phone dorectory was sexist 
The ad, which featured three 
women in Budweiser bathing suits 
provocatively sprawled on a 
Budweiser towel, ran in scores of 
other campus publications without 
protest Budweiser public relations 
spokesman Mike Fleming said 
To Miller’s Jurkowski, who, in 
this case, did not distinguish be­
tween parody and satire, such pro­
tests arise because “some individu­
als just don’t enjoy parody.”
Some do. Jurkowski said she got 
a letter from the ad staff at the 
Memphis State University Helms­
man calling the supplement “inno­
vative and uporariously funny.”
“ ‘For the sake of all “Breakers,” 
we hope those who find the insert 
objectionalbe don’t show up to ruin 
the tone of the holiday for others’ “ 
Jurkowski said the letter read.
The Helmsman offices were 
closed for spring break, and no one 
could be reached to confirm or deny 
sending such a letter.
Racism Boils on 
Many Campuses
W omen's Groups Boycott Domino's 
to Protest Anti-Abortion Donation
(CPS)—  Angered by the head of 
the Dornino’sPizzachain’s$60,000 
donation to a radical anti-abortion 
group, some campus women's 
groups want to convince college 
students around the country to stop 
buying from Donino’s.
“This is an issue students can focus 
on, one where they can be effective. 
What’s more important than pizza?” 
asked Sally Packard of Goucher 
College’s (Md.) Women’s Issues 
Group.
So far, it’s had a dizzying effect 
on some pro-choice groups. “One 
day we w oe buying it and the next 
day we were mad at them,” said 
Colleen Dermody, press liaison at 
the National Organization for 
Women’s (NOW) Washington, D.C. 
headquarters. “This is serious. 
Feminists live on Domino’s pizza."
The efforts so far on Domino’s, 
which considers the campus market 
as one of its most important, can’t 
be measured, company public rela­
tions director Ron Hingst said.
Most recently, he gave $50,000 to 
Operation Rescue, a militant anti­
abortion group that is best known 
for harassing women as they try to 
enter abortion clinics. Domino’s | 
Farms, thepizzachain’s parent firm, 
also donated $10,000 to the group.
We're protesting the gift to this 
specific group,” said Connecticut
POWER (People Organized far 
Women'sRights). “Their tactics are 
particulary radical and obstructive 
to women’s groups.”NOW Vice 
President Pat Ireland called group
sonal convictions.”
Monaghan himself could not be 
reached for comment 
Operation Rescue spokeswoman 
Barb Magana was grateful for the
members “the racketeers of the Right gift, but said group members didn’t
Againsta background of still more 
allegations of racism on american 
campuses, Howard University stu­
dents ended a dramatic 66-hour sit- 
in March 9 that had forced on of the 
most powerful men in the country 
from the school's board of trustees.
Racial tensions also rose at Michi­
gan State, Georgia State and East­
ern Michigan universities, and at 
the universities of Illinois, Pennsyl­
vania, Michigan and Colorado in 
recent weeks.
Even at Water Valley High School 
in Mississippi, black athletes walked 
off school teams March 4 and the 
school closed early for spring break 
after white students waved Confed­
erate flags at a black history month 
program.
Five days later, the U.S. Dept, of 
Justice released a study showing 
that “racial conflict has increased in 
many parts of the contry in recent 
years "said department researcher 
Grace Flores Hughes, who added 
her agency “processed more cases 
than in any previous year” in 1988.
“We have a problem on cam­
puses,” added Michigan state Rep. 
Ethel Terrell March 6 in calling for 
a study of statewide campuse racial 
tensions. “Wedon’tknow why yet."
In fiact, nationwide campus racial 
tensions began escalating in fall, 
1986, with incidents ranging from 
racist jokes on college radio stations 
to flyers threatening black students 
to full-scale brawls.
Schools big and small --  from the
University of Massachusetts to 
Rodgers State College in Oklahoma, 
UCLA, Tompkins-Cortland Com­
munity College in New York, Mi- 
ami-Dade Community College to 
the University of Washington - - 
have suffered racial incidents since 
then.
During the 1988-89 school year, 
racial troubles have arisen at the 
State University of New York at 
Brockport,Northern Illinois, North­
west Missouri, Columbia and Stan­
ford uni versifies and at the uni versi­
fies or Mississippi and Wisconsin, 
among others.
At Howard, a predomintly black 
campus in Washington, D.C., stu­
dents occupied a building to force 
Lee Atwater, head of the Republi­
can National committee, to resign 
from Howard’s board.
They claimed Atwater, who is 
white, cynically used racist sym­
bols in runningGeorgeBush’spresi- 
dential campaign, opposed key civil 
rights bills and supported continued 
ties to segregationist South Africa.
In Colorado, officials are investi­
gating behavior at a private party for 
students attending the Big Eight 
Conference on Black Student Gov­
ernment. some say the police were 
“overzealous” in containing a brawl 
that broke out.
And at Georgia State University, 
vandals wrote racist graffiti on two 
predominantly black sorority bulle­
tin boards.
to Life movement.”
She said group members have 
physically blocked clinics’ entries, 
“called every five minutes to tie up 
phone lines (and) made false, ap­
pointments, giving them access to 
waiting rooms and keeping legiti­
mate clients out. They harangue 
patients and staff, shouting things 
like ‘baby killer,’ and are generally 
very threatening.”
Founded by fundmenamentalist 
Randall Terry, 29, Operation Res­
cue “is definitely the most rambunc­
tious group on this side,” agreed 
Rachel MacNair of Feminists For 
Life of America, a Kansas City, 
Mo., based Right to Life group.
“I don’t know why he chose that 
particular group," Kerry McNulty, 
a spokesman for the Ann Arbor, 
Michigan-based firm said of 
Monaghan’s gift to Operation Res­
cue, speculating it was “out of per­
ile d  it to continue “to put their 
bodies on the line to intervene in 
stoping the permeditated murder of 
prebom children and the exploita­
tion of American women.”
While Magarra agreed collegians 
might be disturved by the group’s 
tactics, she compared them “to those 
used by Martin Luther King and 
Ghandi. The pro-death people are in 
a rage because our tactics are effec­
tive.”
And while some students may 
boycott Domino’s, Magarra said 
others are “taking semesters off to 
dedicate their time to rescuing. All 
collgeg students in America are not 
left liberal feminist socialists."
The boycott itself has started 
slowly since NOW proposed it in 
early April pro-choice march on 
Washington, D.C., to get the word 
out to campuses about a boycott.
As of March 6, for example,
groups at Arizona State University 
and the University of Missouri- 
Kansas City had not heard of the 
effort.
But campus chapters of NARAL 
(National Abortion Rights Action 
League) at the universities of Texas 
and Illinois responded quickly to 
boycott calls.
AtGoucherin Maryland, students 
are fanning out to spread the effort 
to neighboring Johns Hopkins and 
Towson State universities.
Texas-Austin campus NOW co­
ordinator Danalyn Recer expected 
to have pickets out at nearby 
Domino’s within a week of hearing 
about it.
“They get an enormous share of 
the campus market,” Recer said of 
Domino’s. “We could see an imme­
diate effect”
At Connecticut College, where
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feminist groups were among the fust 
to act on the boycott, We have post­
ers on campus asking students to 
support local pizza makers and giv­
ing their phone numbers,” Muller 
reported.
See BOYCOTT, p. 10
NEW MANAGER
From p. 1
once the university was fully opera­
tional.- He plans to go to the Thomas 
Cooley law school to finish up his 
degree.
Nielson says she looks forward to 
the challenges that G VSU presents 
her.
“When I left Aquinas, I was look­
ing to fill a void which 1 think I’ve 
done here at Grand Valley,” said 
Nielson. “Everybody has been warm 
tome and very friendly.”
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****Depeche Mode—101
The Mode hits right on target 
with possibly one of this years best 
live albums. Recorded at the Pasad­
ena Rose Bowl during their 1988 
Music For The Masses Tour, this 
double L.P. boasts more hits than 
Madonna has scandals. The nice 
thing about 101 is that all the songs 
are played in the same sequence as 
the actual concert, not rearranged 
and re-mixed.
Also, the vocals and music sound 
fresh, not drowned out by the crowd 
or off key as some live albums 
sometimes are.
Highlites include “Behind The 
W heel” “Strangelove,” “People Are 
P eople” “A Question O f Time,” 
“Never Let Me Down Again,” 
“M aster And Servant,” “Something 
To Do,” and many more. In this day 
and age, we expect good things from 
a group that has been around for a 
while. Fortunately, Depeche Mode 
delivers the goods. As with U2,1 
look forward to the next album. 
Hmmm, wonder what it will sound 
like. Check out the Vinyl Solution
for a decently priced copy.
___f**Bill & Tedd’s Excellent
Adventure: Soundtrack
This compilation of songs from a 
bunch of singing “dudes” may not 
be Dirty Dancing, but it is “excel­
lent!” The soundtrack features 
mainly rock tracks, some unappeal­
ing, but most a pleasure to listen to. 
The obvious standout tracks are the 
main theme, “/  Can’t Break Away,” 
by Big Pig, and theslower‘7« Time,” 
by Robbie Robb. Other worthy 
songs include “Dangerous,” by 
Shark Island, “Two Heads Are Bet­
ter Than One,” by Power Tool, and 
“The Boys And Girls Are Doing It] 
by Vital Signs. As you can see, not 
many “bogus” tracks here. Fans of 
the hit film shouldn’t be without 
this! The groups featured aren’t 
very well known, but then, would 
you want some song by Guns N ’ 
Roses on it? Good, didn’t think so. 
Party on dudes and dudettes!
TidbitsiAirplane may be reunit­
ing for an album! Could be interest­
ing.
Steel Band 
Brings 
Ethnic Fest 
Home
Grand Valley welcomes the 
Grammy-winning 21st Century 
Steel Band as part of the Ethnic 
Festival Celebration, being held 
Thursday, March 30.
Other activities include an Inter­
national Fashion Show and a per­
formance by the Russian Choir. 
Ethnic foods from around the world, 
minimally priced, will be served 
throughout the day.
The 21st Century Steel Band, 
highlight of the day, will hold a 
workshop on the origins and design 
of steel music instruments at 2 pm, 
capped by a 6 pm performance open 
to all in the Promenade Deck at 
Kirkhof Center.
The O th e r
New York Stories is the remark­
able product of three of the most 
unusual directors in the business. 
They give us three separate stories 
in and about New T ork City. Martin 
Scorcese presentsLife Lessons, with 
Nick Nolle and Rosanna Arquette. 
Francis Ford Coppola takes his cue 
next with Life without Zoe. Woody 
Allen finishes the presentation with 
Oedipus Wrecks.
Since it took three directors to 
create these stories aboutNew York, 
wethought we'd use two writers to 
talk about these New York Stories. 
Andrew Kar
Scorcese is at his moody best in 
Life Lessons. He never gets tired of 
using special camera angles on 
mundane items that give these ob­
jects an awe-inspiring quality. 
Scorcese’s use of the camera serves 
to accent this story of artistic obses­
sion and passion. Nick Nolle plays 
modem artist Lionel Dobie, who 
uses his painting to escape from the 
problems he has with his lover/as- 
sistant Paulette (Roseanna Ar­
quette). The truly interesting aspect
* r tV f r iV r t t iy tW r t iV tV
The Color 
of Money- 
Grand 
Valley 
Style
By Tim Allen
Features Writer
Despiteadisappointing tu rnou t- 
due in part to disappointing 
weather— Grand Valley’s 8-ball 
tournament in early March was a 
success. Sponsored by the Games 
Hatch the tourney hosted nine 
players from GVSU’s campus and 
the surrounding area.
Chris Norman, manager of the 
Hatch, said the evening fulfilled all 
three of his goals: to provide an 
improved evening’s revenue, a 
showcase for people’s abilities, and 
an enjoyable evening for all.
The event featured two of the 
Hatch’s most grequent patrons, Dan 
Meisner and Rudy Carrenco. Rudy 
breezed to four straight victories, 
assuring himself of the two top spots.
of this moody drama is Scorcese’s 
style, with his magnificent use of 
dark colors and camera angles.
Life without Zoe is Francis Ford 
Coppola’s contribution to the trio of 
stories. The costumes, sets and 
acting are wonderful, adding much 
to this rather ordinary, predictable 
tale of a rich, precocious 12-year 
old named Zoe (Heather McComb), 
who, like Annie or Punky Brewster, 
is in the 12 going-on-30 category.
Even if precocious kids do to you 
-w hafthey do to meryoushouldstigkj anH in prize money. 
around for the marvelous visuals.
In art direction and set design,
Coppola’s people have really out­
done themselves.
Oedipus Wreaksjs a comic night­
mare done by Woody Allen. I really 
enjoyed this piece. “Comic night­
mare” is simply the best description 
1 can come up with. Allen has done 
a wonderful satire of a man who 
cannot resolve his relationship with 
his mother. The twist their relation­
ship takes is at once hilarious and 
disturbing, as well as terribly Freu-
See NEW YORK, p. 6
The other two contenders had a 
considerably harder time. Meisner, 
a senior CJ major and sophomore 
Lee Chambers each had a loss as 
they faced each other for the right to 
play Carrenco for first place. 
Meisner eliminated Chambers, but 
then fell to Carrenco.
When asked how he learned to 
shoot so well, the triumphant 
Carrenco replied, “You can be as 
good as you want to be, if you 
devote enough enough time and 
practice.”
Death Star II.
ART2-02 and I were commis­
sioned to put a halt to Dearth Vader’s 
evil plans for universal domination 
and higher bookstore prices.
Princess Laya gives us a sendoff 
from the X-wing. She gives me a 
big sloppy kiss on the lips.
“Yeaaaech! Get away, yer my 
sister!”
We take off, into the dark. “Okay 
little pal, let’s put this thing into 
hyper drive!"
Nothing. Not even a sputter. 
“ART2, let’s go!"
I look in the back , and the little 
guy is blank, not a single light or 
sound effect. Ten seconds to reach 
hyper point or our ship will be blown 
to smithereens.
Time for an act of sheer heroism. 
Quicker than thought, I pull out a 
handful of quartos and shove them 
into ART2. His panel lights up and 
gives a familiar hum.
“ART2, quick! Blast us out of 
heie!”
In a second we have jumped into 
hyper drive... directly into a fleet of 
TTE fighters.
My phasers blast a hole through 
the enemy formation, but they rally 
quickly and close all around. Sud­
denly I’m surrounded by flaming 
bolts of pure energy. A targeting 
holographic laser is projecting a 
picture of a giant apple just above 
my craft.
Just my luck, these are ‘bow TIE’ 
fighters.
We’re hit. /
I manage to find refuge on a small 
asteroid but time is running out on 
the life support
“We’re gonna die, ART2. Sony 
about that.”
He beeped and whined the elec­
tronic equivalent of “What’s this 
‘we’ stuff, spaceman?”
Use the Farce, Luke.
Where did that come from?
This is Yodel, Tm  your fa th er  
What?! Where are you, you stu­
pid green muppet? You got a  lot of 
explaininglo do, and a lot of child 
support to get caught up on.
Use the Farce, and shut up about 
it.
I concentrate on tapping the 
mystic powers of “the Farce”.
My head wrinkles in thought and 
sweat beads on my forehead. I look 
down at my seat and notice a puddle 
growing beneath my legs.
Wow. That Farce is some pretty 
powerful stuff.
I concentrate again and hear an 
explosion in the distance. I tune my 
subspace radio. Nothing.
I try the helium bands. Silence. 
ART2 flips it over to FM.
|TTie Death Star II has been de­
stroyed!” declares the stunned 
speaker. “It’s a burning ball of 
flame!"
“I did it ART2! I destroyed the 
Death Star!”
We head back for base in antici­
pation of acclamations and honors. 
My foot slips and I kick the console. 
Subspace radiocrackles in the cock­
pit. I hear Dearth Vader’s voice 
rasping through the speaker.
“Whoever left that oven turned 
on overnight is gonna pay...”
I turn the radio off and jam the 
frequency. What they don’t know 
back home won’t hurt ‘em.
Oh, no, not another one of those 
pre-ending-of-the-world novels. I
guessevenStepfieriKing has to step- 
out of the horror world occasion­
ally. This week’s story takes place 
on a world that is a dark image of 
our own.
Roland, the last gunslinger, is on 
quest to find the Man in Black, the 
sole person who can tell him where 
the Dark Tower lies. However, this 
book is only the first 216 pages of a 
work that may well end up spanning 
3000 pages. The first book mainly 
deals with the setting, the introduc­
tion of the quest for the Dark Tower,
the chase for the Man in Black, and 
a few chance friendships including 
ones witha^exuallystarved woman 
and a kid from Earth called Jake.
The worst part of the story is not 
knowing whaat’s going to happen 
next. In an afterword, Stephen King 
states that even he isn’t sure where 
the story is going to end up. The 
“Great One” makes it very clear to 
readers that during the writing of 
“The Dark Tower,” he didn’t have 
any advanced notions of the story. 
Hence, we are left unsure about 
Roland’s past and near future. The 
series has a good start, but let’s see 
some more.
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"Photo(copy) 
o f the Week" 
was
conceived, 
produced, 
and submitted 
by Dave 
Snook
New York 
From p. 5
dian.
New York Stories is a wonderful 
outing into the weird and wonder­
ful. I highly recommend it.
Rob Bennett
Martin Scorcese’s Life Lessons 
looks as if Scorcese put about one 
week into it. He saved a lot of pro­
duction time by constantly play­
ing Procul Harem’s A Whiter Shade 
of Pale over and over. Let’s face 
it, who needs dialogue when we 
can overkill another song from the 
60’s? Now for the clincher— Nick 
Nolte’s performance was totally 
uninspired as well as stolen di­
rectly from Paul Newman as the 
title character in Martin Ritt’s 1963 
classic Hud. One thing is for sure, 
Scorcese didn’t put much effort 
into Life Lessons.
1 was truly surprised by Francis 
Ford Coppola’s Life Without Zoe,
the most outstanding film among 
the bunch in New York Stories. 
This Film will most definitely be 
an Oscar contender for best light­
ing and best cinematography for 
next year’s Academy Awards.
A very touching film with some 
surprising actors, Don Novello, 
best known as Father Guido Sar- 
ducci on Saturday Night Live, 
plays the butler. Chris Elliott, a 
regular on Late Night with David 
Letterman (The guy under the 
stairs) is featured as an impatient 
burglar. Thumbs up for me! Ha 
ha.
After an absence of over three 
years, Woody Allen has returned 
to comedy. Nothing spectacular, 
nothing truly innovative, but a tri­
umphant return none the less. In 
Oedipus Wrecks Allen gives us 
the same formula of comedy that
GV English Honor 
Society M ixes Fun 
W ith... M ore Fun
he fust started in Manhattan and 
continued in Hannah and Her 
Sisters with a contemporary adult 
comedy dealing with a tight group 
of characters.
Allen produces the ultimate 
nightmare for every man whoever 
had a nagging or embarrassing 
mother (remember those naked 
baby pictures?). Suiprisingly, 
Allen has also done some things in 
this film that are not what we would 
expect from him. The character' 
that Allen portrays is a lawyer (can 
you picture Woody Allen as a 
lawyer?!) And most shocking of 
all, a cameo appearance by New 
York Mayor Ed Koch. This is 
something that Allen professed he 
would never do. Let’s just hope 
that he doesn’t abandon comedy 
altogether because this is what he 
truly does best.
Grand Valley State University 
is a growing, changing school. 
Along with the many differences 
in cam pus and building 
appearance, there are changes in 
the organization is Sigma Tau 
Delta, the International English 
Honor Society.
Sigma Tau Delta is composed 
of English majors and minors, 
usually of a junior level or higher, 
who have proven themselves 
worthy of recognition both through 
high academic standing and 
exceptional quality of character. 
The society has been in existence 
for 65 years and has over 360 
chapters internationally. Grand 
Valley’s Iota Tau Chapter, in its 2 
years, has initiated approximately 
50 members. A studeni, once 
initiated, is a member for life.
Until this year, the “English 
Honor Society had not had official 
standing as a student organization 
and had not held any social events 
other than the yearly initiation. 
Now Sigma Tau Delta is registered 
with the Student Activities office 
and has had a number of informal 
gatherings. Most recently, a party 
was held at the home of the club’s 
advisor, Dr. Benjamin Lockercd 
of the English department. 
Festivities were held on the feast 
of Epiphany and included students 
reading a piece of poetry of prose
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written by themselves or an 
established author. In true 
Epiphany tradition, Dr. Irhman was 
crowned king for the evening 
having found the “king in the 
cake,” and thus presided over the 
evening’s activities. Yet another 
literary party was scheduled for 
St. Patrick’s Day at the home of 
Dr. Lockerd. Students were again 
be asked to bring a short work to 
read, preferably of an Irish nature.
When asked about the benefits 
of an English honor society at 
Grand Valley, Dr. Lockerd was 
readily enthusiastic, “The 
department has long wanted to 
have an organization that would 
help students who are interested in 
our discipline get together outside 
the classroom to share their 
enthusiasm and ideas and writings. 
Such an English club seems 
especially important because our 
students are scattered widely.”
Dr. Lockerd then spoke of his 
own recent involvement as the 
club’sadvisor,“Whcn I first came 
here in 1982, we had very few 
(English) majors, but the number 
has grown along with the 
university, and a couple of years 
ago it really became possible to 
start achaptcr of Sigma Tau Delta.
I agreed to be the faculty advisor 
this year partly because my own 
experience is that some of the best
Vnafl®® -(Stgum
The Last Detail
“I’m a bad ass!” When Jack 
Nicholson screamed this line in 
Hal Ashby’s 1973 sleeper, it 
became thecliche line for the early 
70’s. Just like Clint Eastwoods’ 
“Go ahead, make my day.” became 
the line for the early 80’s. The 
story centers around two 
sailors(Nicholsonand Otis Young) 
who are assigned to transport a 
kleptomaniac prisoner(Randy 
Quaid) to a navel brig. The events 
that ensue in this last chance 
weekend for fun are both touching 
and often hilarious. Robert 
Townes’ screenplay is a stroke of 
genius and watch forayoungGiida 
Radnor in her motion picturcdcbut.
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Greek Traditions 
Facing Changes
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By Robert Bennett
Features Writer
Many say that it is a tradition, others that it is an outdated idea whose 
time has come to an end. No matter how you look at it, it would appear 
that as of the year 1993 pledge programs for fraternities and sororities will 
be abolished.
Naturally, there has been strong opposition from hundreds of members 
and former members from around the country. Recently, members of the 
Fraternity Executives Association discussed hazing-related issues ant 
voted to recommend that National Interfratemity Council member 
fraternities revise their membership systems to exclude any form o:
>ers o f Lambda Chi are 
nightsof membership, 
ivileges on issues not
Well, if not a pledging period, then what? Lambda Chi Alpha has had 
a non-pledging program officially since 1972. According to Brian 
MacNaughton, Fraternity Educator for the Lambda Chi Alpha chapter at 
Bowling Green Stqte University, the newest member < 
referredto as “associate members” and retain s 
including holding office and retaining voting pr
related to associate member initiation.
MacNaughton referred to associate membership in Lambda Chi Alpha 
as a semester-long “trial program” which allows new members to participate 
fully in chapter activities in addition to learning about fraternity history 
and operations.
Cynics fear that hazing will still exist in these non-pledge programs. 
According to Thomas. Hansen, Delta Upsilon Executive Director, groups 
would have to guard against the ‘urge’ to haze which might present itself 
in secret initiation rituals of some fraternities.
Hansen explained, “The Fraternity Executives Association position is 
that hazing may happen anyway, as a natural reaction of some members 
(who are) low on the pecking order to the introduction of new members 
who may be above. But a new member, aware of hisrights as a member, 
won’t be as likely to knuckle undo- to pressure since he knows the threat 
to remove him for not complying is a hollow one,” Hansen concluded.
Jay Cooper, Assistant Director of Student Activities, stated that many 
National offices of fraternities are looking at pledge program contents to 
see if the program is truly benefiting the newer members or if they simply 
being put through eight weeks of hell. Another aspect of pledging, said 
Cooper, is education. If the organazation is truly benefiting the individual 
than it should reflect in his or her grades.
So the issue remains. Should the age-old tradition of pledging be 
abolished or should the tradition remain? Only the future will tell.
Student Foundation 
Wants You!
The Student Foundation is one of those organizations that are usually 
seen but not heard. They work to promote G VSU and aid in its development 
by assisting Admissions, Student Activities, and the Alumni Office in 
their activities.
Next Tuesday, March 28, the Student Foundation will be holding a 
Recruitment Reception in the Mainsail Lounge from 9 to 10 p.m. Hors 
d’oeuvres will be served, and several speakers will address the issues of 
building support for the school and its organizations.
In the past, Student Foundation members have served as hosts for the 
Eberhard Center dedication, worked on the Allendale-to- Allendale project, 
and served as tour guides for various events.
All interested persons are urged to attend the Reception and take the firsi 
step towrd becoming more involved.
First Computer Virus on 
Campus Hits Lanthorn
«*
Theatre Grand Valley 
Presents "Bette and Boo
The School of Communications is sponsoring the hilarious yet sad 
Marriage o f Bette and Boo this coming week and the next in the Louis 
Armstrong Theater at Clader Center.
The play, by the highly accalaimed and successful young playwright 
Christopher Durang, portrays the struggles of an “I Love Lucy”-type of 
woman to hold a home and family. Her son Matt tells the tale as he attempts 
to make sense out o f her efforts and failures.
Drawing from a twilight world o f people from his reading and term 
papers and his waking life, Matt encounters many wild characters. The 
Hudlockes, Bette’s brainless and alcoholic in-laws, share the stage with 
ber own family the Brennans, a mixed bag of rigid and collapsed people.
Tom Donnally, GVSU’s technical director and lighting designer, is 
featured as Father Donnally, an ineffective fanily priest Laurel Harms has 
the role of Bette, while Chris Dingman plays her son Matt.
Rob Anderson portrays Boo. with Bent Tap, Lori Greene, Brian Smith, 
Mary Kate Barley, and Teresa Howard filling out the family roles. Other 
cast members include Maureen O’brien, Thomas Stevens, and Karen 
Hooyenga.
(Allendale)- It’s the w ont nightmare of any college 
weekly’s editor— the most important member of the 
staff comes down with a bug on layout night; the night 
when the week’s issue is being prepared for the printer. 
It’s the one time when delays can’t be "made up” later.
At the offices of the Lanthorn, the most important staff 
members on layout night are the paper’s computers, four 
Apple Macintoshes. They produce all the stories, all the 
headlines, all the graphics that make up the paper.
So when the Lanthorn's computers sudidenly showed 
signs of a fever, starting blacking out, and couldn’t keep 
any food down at 4 a.m. on layout night, the rest of the 
“family” got pretty upset
The Lanthorn had been struck with a computer vims, 
and for a while the prognosis was glum. As with any 
relatively unknown disease, the doubt and worry gnawed 
away at family and friends, helpless as the doctor tried to 
pin down the cause. Desperate times, indeed. 1 
A computer virus resembles a human virus in many 
ways. Both are very small compared to the system they 
invade, composed mainly of incomplete bits of code — 
computer and genetic—  capable of using the host’s 
system to replicate themselves and spread. Both can lay 
the host flat on its back.
Computers usually pick a virus up just like humans 
do—  they have contact with someone who’s infected. 
With people it can be a kiss, a shared mug, a sneeze in the 
air, the old “communicable disease” we’re warned 
against. With computers it’s usually also a matter of 
communication. Viruses infect computers through 
modems, devices that allow computers to talk to each 
other over phone lines. The virus passes through the 
phone line into a new computer, and gets to work 
duplicating itself inside its new host.
Viruses made the national news only a few months ago 
when one invaded ARPANET, a network of phone 
connections linking personal and mainframe computers 
across the country.
Since the Lanthorn does not “talk” to the outside world 
over phone lines, the staff had always considered the 
machines to be very protected from viruses. That all 
changed the. Tuesday night before Spring Break.
The paper had purchased a new disk drive from CMS 
Enhancements, a computer manufacturer in Tustiq, 
California. They got more than just a new computer tool 
For our money— they got a free disease, too.
In August of 1988 someone got inside CMS and 
planted a virus within the factory. Company officials had 
no way of knowing whether an employee or an outsider 
introduced the bug. Frankly, they were too busy trying to 
eliminate it to care. Six hundred disk drives had been 
infected.
CMS was able to keep 400 of the drives from being 
shipped, but 200 were already out in the world when the 
virus was detected.
According to CMS Director of Public Relations Ted 
James, “The finger was pointed at us... no one wants to
hear their equipment is junk. Our people wrote a 
cure for the virus (named NOMAD, after a 
mechanical character from the ‘60’s TV series Star 
Trek), and sentitouttoourl500dealers worldwide.”
But CMS did not know just which of their dealers 
had received the infected drives, and just which 
drives had been infected, so their "treatment” ended 
at sending out the “vaccine” NOMAD, and trusting 
that it would get to the machines that needed if.
That trust wasn’t enough to cure the machine the 
Lanthorn bought
The frustrating part ofit was that the Lanthorn's 
“computer medic”, Editor Stu MacKenzie, had 
noticed a-few oddities on the new disk drive, and 
had called CMS to ask if there was a possibility that 
anything might be wrong with. He was emphatically 
told by CMS technical support staff members that 
the drive was just as it shqpld be.
After the Tuesday night when the newspaper’s 
computers became virtually “comatose” from their 
.disease, MacKenzie was still told that whatever 
problems existed were not being caused by the 
CMS equipment Even when he had verified that he 
indeed did havea virus in the system, brought in on 
the hard drive, oneCMS staffer went so far as to call 
him a liar.
MacKenzie recalls, “It was so frustrating. Iknew 
I had a virus, I knew where it came from, and I 
thought I knew how to get rid of i t  I just wanted to 
know how ‘deadly’ it was... I wanted an assurance 
that the ‘medicine’ would work. I did take the time 
to call area businesses that use Macs and warn them 
of what was out there... places like Steelcase or 
Herman Miller could loose a lot to something like 
tis.
“I didn’t want to see acold turn into pneumonia 
just because someone was embarrassed to admit 
that a mistake had been made.”
When the contagion was finally brought under 
control, the biggest victim ended up being the staff.
Eric Nietling, the Lanthorn's Editor in Chief, 
saw his entire year’s schedule disrupted.
“Because the machines weren’t working that 
night, we were late getting the paper to the printer. 
They changed our publication date from 
Wednesdays to Thursdays because of that, and now 
we’re stuck with that for the rest of the year,” 
Nietling said. “This is supposed to be a Wednesday 
paper...all because of a little bug.”
MacKenzie was disturbed also. He recalls, “I had 
pulled an all-nighter installing the new equipment, 
and then another one trying to control the virus after 
I found it. After 3 hours of sleep, I was back at it for 
another 24 hours. All in all I lost 8 days, missed my 
mid-terms, and spent my Spring Break playing 
catch up. I was nota happy camper. Ican*tunderstand 
why anyone would want to do this.”
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Attend Wayne State University as a 
“ guest student”  this summer and 
transfer those credits to the institution 
you attend in the fa ll.
SPMNQ/SUMMER SEMESTER
(13 Weeks):
Miy I  -  August 3. 1989
SPMNO «***<ON 
(I Weeks):
May I  -  June 27, 1989
sunaaiit session
(8 Weeks):
June 2t — August U , 1989-------------------
To receive our Sprtng/Summer course 
catalog m ail the coupon below to: 
Wayne State University 
6001 Cass, Detroit, M l 46202 
or call: (313) 577-4597
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Hear a Direct Report From Nicaragua
(O m d Rapid!)- Grand Valley ttudent! and su ff will have an unusual opportunity to gain an insider’s view 
of recent events in Nicaragua when Maria del Socorro speaks in Grand Rapids on Friday, March 31. S h eisa 
Special Assistant for the Social Sector to Nicaraguan President Ortega, and is a Catholic lay leader in her country.
Against the backdrop of her own life as a member o f a wealthy family transformed into a libertarian Catholic, 
Socorro will speak about the Nicaraguan revolution and ongoing efforts to rebuild and resettle her country. She 
has been deeply involved in what she calls “the Project o f Life”, combatting illiteracy and peasantry for the Ian 
30 years.
Her work has included political agitation against former Nicaraguan president fcnd military strongman 
Anastasio Somoza, working with church supported programs, and collaborating with the Sandinista rebels.
Sponsored by the Hurricane Relief Campaign of the Institute for Global Education, Socorro's appearance 
draws attention to the IGE’s drive to raise $25,000 and enough supplies to fill a 40-foot cargo container to be 
sent to storm tom areas in Nicaragua. ICjE is also coordinating groups travelling to Nicaragua to work on relief 
projects.
A wide variety of educational and religious organizations are helping IGE by co-sponsoring the visit.
Socorro will speak at a  free public program about, “My Story and My Country's Story," at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Commons Lecture Hall at Calvin College, located just behind Calvin’s Library. She will also be addressing a 
luncheon ($1.50 for students) earlier in the day on “Christians in a Revolutionary Government” at the Park 
Congregational Church, Ransom and Library Streets.
For more information about Socorro or her presentations, phone the IGE at 454-1642.
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ACROSS
1 U gM , Strong
6 Oaf up
11 Boradom
12 Parent
14 For exam ple  
abbr.
16 Fuat
17 W ithered
18 Succor 
20 Strainer
23 Notee
24 Projecting tooth 
26 W ater numph 
28 Latin
conjunction 
20 Bar legally 
31 Shooting a le rt 
33 Nobleman
35 Trade (or 
money
36 Doom 
unsuitable
39 Cowboy 
oornpatmon
42 Ix ta e
43 BaeM M aeodi
45 Diepatcnad
46 Prieet'e
48 Goto 
|A  ChdMT
61 Country of A fla  
53 Bad
56 Coroner: abbr. 
56 M ove* about 
furtively 
69 Click beetle
61 Falla In drop*
62 Repute*
DOWN
1 S tart*
2 Paid notice
3 Brim
4 Petitions
5 W ith force
6 Forenoon
The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
7 Artificial 
language 
8P o eeen ive  
pronoun 
0 Lean-to
New Show Offers New View on Our L
Reclaiming Paradise
and
An exhibit of photographs 
surveying the work of American 
women photographers from the 
turn of the century to the present is 
currently on display at the Grand 
Rapids Ait Museum.
Organized by the Tweed 
Museum of Art at the University 
of Minnesota, Duluth, the show is 
guest curated by Grand Valley’s 
Gretchen Gamer. The large 
collection of works is arranged to 
reflect such themes such as a 
concern for the inhabited 
landscape, identification with the 
land, and a special focus on the
“commonplace” site in images of 
affecrion, elegance and wit.
A special aspect of the show, 
noted by photo historian Martha 
Sandweiss, is the freedom 
American women have had from 
the landscape tradition. Since most 
women have been employed in the 
field as portrait or studio 
photographers, their landscapes 
tend to show closer, more intimate 
views of the country side. A history 
of not being employed to do 
landscape work has left women 
free of many of thS constraints of 
style and custom that shape the
works of most male landscape 
photographers.
As Gamer points out, along with 
the breaks in stylistic continuity 
from men’s work, these photos 
also exhibit the patterns of 
traditionally wom en’s 
photographic work.
“The viewer won’t find many 
distant views of perfect natural 
scenes in this show— instead, the 
women seem to have seen the land 
from a more intimate viewpoint 
and they have not necessarily 
concentrated on ‘pure nature’. In 
fact, most of them photograph
1C W e ird * 
i t  Plague 
13 Lease*
16 Athletic group 
19 Tropical fruit: pi.
21 Contends
22 Diner
25 Urges on 
27 Birthplace o» 
Apollo 
30 Talk idly 
32 More ancient 
34 King of beasts
36 Faces ol clocks
37 Land 
surrounded 
by water
38 Memorandum
40 Glossy paint
41 Additional 
44 Prying device 
47 South African
Dutchman 
49 Irritate 
52 Capuchin 
monkey
54 Once around 
track
57 Knights of 
Pythias: abbr.
58 Steamship: 
abbr.
60 Symbol for 
tellurium
COUEGE FRESS SERVICE
where the presence of people is 
quite obvious... and this is quite a 
characteristic pattern for women’s 
work.”
The catalog for the show, 
published by the Tweed Museum,
contains an essay by Gamer, and a 
forward by Amon Carter Museum 
Curator Martha A. Sandweiss. The 
catalog is available for purchase in 
the Art Museum’s Gallery Shop.
The show runs through May 7.
If You're Tired of the High Cost of Utilities?
Grand Valley Apartments Has the Solution:
Come Live in NEW Solar Envelope
Buildings P >
Virtually Free Apartment Coolingl3^P%
*Short Walk to Campus 
^Modern Spacious Rooms, Fully Carpeted 
^Convenient Laundry Facilities 
*Large Clean Yard With Fire Pit 
^Sunbathing Balconies and Porches 
*Brand New Clubhouse
*81/2 M onth lease not 9 Month
Fall: Rent a 2 bedroom furnished apartment for only 
$728.00 month + electric and phone.
Summer: Rent a 2 bedroom furnished apartment for 
the entire summer only $885.00
'D O 0 ^ ? 'D T , L A %  ( D J W * E  ‘I & D S V y u
Office in Clubhouse
895-6351
H ours: 9 :00  - 11:00 
2 :30  - 4 :00
M onday - F riday
the Lanthorn
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Lakers Take Two O ver 
Blustery W eekend
Baseball Team /m norvn Record to S -l
f m * .
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The GVSU baseball team went 
on a weekend road trip that pitted 
them against not only their oppo­
nents, but 35-degree temperatures 
and a strong wind. Despite the 
adverse conditions, the i-airw 
squad brought home two victo­
ries, upping their record to 5-1 on 
the season. Coach Andy Chopp 
chalked it up to sheer determina­
tion, saying, “we seemed to want 
to win more than the other teams 
did.”
GV was at Olivet Nazarene in 
Illinois Friday for a scheduled 
double header, but were able to 
complete only one game due to the 
frigid weather. The Lakers won, 
5-2.
Mark Potter was Grand Valley 
State’s strength on the mound, 
allowing only five hits and scatter­
ing six strike outs over the seven 
innings of the game.
Mike Ringwood had two hits
and an RBI for the Lakers, and Pat 
Saam had two RBI’s.
Saturday, the Lakers played at 
the University of Indianapolis and 
eameda6-5 win.
Matt McMahon helped the Laker 
cause on the mound, allowing only 
five hits and tossing three strike 
outsatUofl. Jeff Clark earned the 
save.
Jeff Terpstra was the offensive 
catalyst, bombing a grand slam for 
fourofGV’s six runs. Tim Smith 
had three hits and die game win­
ning RBI, and Scott Nearpass had 
two hits for GV.
Chopp gave credit to Terpstra 
and Smith for being “the two key 
hitters over the weekend,” and 
commented on the strong pitch­
ing, especially from Potter and Ed 
Finch. “They threw ball real well 
and were consistently ahead of the 
hitters- they didn’t walk a lot of 
people.”
The Grand Valley baseball team 
will travel to Aquinas on March 
28.
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GEORGETOWN vs NC STATE Georgetown Georgetown Georgetown Georgetown
MINNESOTA vs DUKE Duke Minnesota Duke Duke
OKLAHOMA vs V1RGINA Oklahoma Virginia Oklahoma Oklahoma
MICHIGAN vs N. CAROLINA NC Michigan N C ' *
ARIZONA vs UNLV Ariaana. • .•
u n l v Arizona Arizona
SETONHALL vs INDIANA Indiana Indiana Indiana InAipnsf
ILLINOIS vs LOUISVILLE Louisville Illinois Illinois Illinois
MISSOURI vs SYRACUSE
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Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse |  Syracuse I
Women's Track Runs Over Alma 
And Aquinas During Tri-meet
By Frankiene Hodges
Sport* Writer
The Lady Laers attended their 
last indoor tri-meet of the year at 
Aquinas Friday. The Lakers were 
victorious, and tough enough to 
smash their oppoonents with their
Softball Team Continues to 
Rebuild as New Season Begins
ALLENDALE- Coach Sue 
Dilsworth hopes herGrand Valley 
State Lakers wifi gain the respecta­
bility which led them to back-to- 
back GreatLakesConference titles 
in 1986 and 1987.
The Lakers began a rebuilding 
program last year, but unfortu­
nately they dropped their final six 
games of the season, including all 
five in the Great Lakes Confer­
ence. They finished with a 17-19 
record to post only the fourth los­
ing season in the 17 years of Grand 
Valley softball.
Dilsworth is rebuilding again 
this season with nine newcomers 
and only one senior on the squad in 
veteran catcher Kim Goemer.
County, sparked the team with a 
347 batting average and earned 
All-GLIAC second team honors. 
She added 33 hits, scored 21 runs 
and four game winning RBI’s.
Also returning are juniors Pam 
Applehof, Sue Bums and Shelly 
Tozer. Tozer, from Fruitport, stole
her way into the GVSU record 
book with a school record 20 sto­
len bases, and also holds the career 
mark of 34. Tozer, who plays 
second base, hit .330 last year and 
was named to the ALL-GLIAC 
first team and second team All- 
NCAA Division II Central Re­
gion.
Applehof, who prepped at 
Grandville/Calvin Christian, will 
play either center field or first base. 
She hit .311 last year and led the 
Lakers in total bases (44), RBI’s 
(22) and triples (3).
Bums, from Marysville, saw 
action in 20 games last season. 
She posted a 9-7 record, a fine 1.73 
ERA,and hasa 16-9 career record 
at GVSU.-----------------------:—
Only two sophomores return, in 
pitchers Pam Brown (Chelsea) and 
Bridget Mahalak (Trenton). Brown 
was 6-9 as a freshman last year 
with a 2.86 ERA and Mahalak 1 -2. 
Mahalak can also play the outfield 
and had 30 at bats last year for a 
.233 average.
The rest of the Laker squad will 
be made upof incoming freshman. 
“Offensively, we must be more 
productive at the plate than we 
were last year,” explained 
Dilsworth, who is starting her 
second year at the GVSU helm. 
“What we lack in experience this 
year, we’ll make up in talent.” 
Dilsworth also expects Tozer to 
be an offensive threat again this 
year. “Shelly is a very exciting, 
aggressive ballplayer. In addition 
to Shelly, we have several fresh­
man who show exceptional talent 
at the plate and on the bases.” 
Dilsworth expects Saginaw 
Valley and Wayne State to battle 
for this years GLIAC title, but she
top three. “We are continuing to 
rebuild our program and we arc 
very optimistic about this year’s 
team,” Dilsworth added.
They opened their season in 
Florida over spring break, and their 
home opener is March 23 against 
Aquinas.
dominanat89-1/2 points to Alma’s 
29 and Aquinas’ 7-1/2.
The star basketball player for 
the G.V. Lakers has joined the 
Lakers track team and was very 
successful in her first perform­
ance. Karrie Williams threw the 
shot put 38-1, hoping to place first, 
and that’s just what she did. Wil­
liams is presently the record holder 
in this event.
The action never stops with the 
Lakers, as Leigh Ranburger took a 
first in the long jump event with 
her 17*8-1/2 leap.
Angela Frick dominated the 
triple jump event, with her long 
35-1.
The speeding relay team for the 
Lakers includes Jenny Cahoney, 
Regina Brewer, Any Parsil and 
Krystal Mack. These women 
easily won first place with their 
time of 1:28.3.
Sandra Terrell beat all of her 
opponents in the mile run with her 
time of 5:19.6.
The star hurdlers on the team 
made great efforts to finish 1-2-4 
in the 50 hurdles. Mary Fran Pe- 
terlin lead this dynamic sweep with
her time of V L
In the440 ran, Amy Parsil came 
on strong enough to lead the Lak­
ers to first place with a time of 
101.7.
In the 50 yard dash, Regina 
Brewer and Frankiene Hodges 
worked closely together to share a 
first place for the Lakers with their 
time of 6.3 seconds.
The high jumpers on the team 
were led by Connie Klein, with 
their 1-2-3 sweep. The leader for 
the jumpers started the action by 
winning with her jump of 5'2.
Moore and Vandenberg turned 
out terrific performances in the 
880 and two mile run. These la­
dies placed first in their respective 
events, with Moore running a 
2:34.8, and Vandenberg ran a 
12:06.
Krystal Mack easily won the 
300 and headed a 1-2-4 sweep 
with her exceptional 39.6. Mack 
also ran the anchor leg on the 
winning mile team, with Peterlin, 
Frick, and Parsil.
The Lady Lakers will be travel­
ing to Huntington, Indiana for an 
invitational on April 1,1989.
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Softball v&,Aquinas- DH- p.m.
HiESEAY.JMAReELig
- Baseball at Aquinas- 2 p.m.
- Softball at Central Michigan- OH- 3 p.m.
WEPNESPAY, MARCH
- Softball at Northwood- DH- 3:30 p.m.
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Halstead's 
Court
By Mark Halstead
Spam Writer
With the NCAA college 
basketball season winding down 
to an exciting end, I  thought it 
would be appropriate to reveal 
5 of my views on the 1988-89
With my roommate and cohort 
Tim Padot keeping everyone 
informed throughout the season 
on lie  ins and outs on the college 
scene, there is not really much to 
say. But, after watching many 
games this past weekend and 
during the season, this is what I 
came up with.. '.
F- Brian Shorter (Pitt)
C- Alonzo Mourning (G’Town) 
G- Sherm Douglas (Syracuse) 
G- Charles Smith (G’Town)
Smith would receive MVP 
honors for the year. Coleman’s
F - Glen Rite (Michigan)
F - Kenny iiB ie  (Illinois)
F  • Willie j p m  (Minnesota) 
G - Jay ErMimb (Indiana)
G • B J . Armstrong (Iowa)
Edwards tabes Kayerof the Year 
honors, barely edging out Rice. 
Battle was the leader for the Flying 
Ulini when Kendall Gill was 
injured. Without Willie Burton, 
Minnesota would not be in the 
Sweet 16, and Armstrong gets the 
nod over Jay Burson, who 
unfortunately missed several 
games due to a spinal injury.
w
All Big Em *
F- Derrick Coleman (Syracuse)
a spot in my eyes. Shorter is one of 
the top sophomores in the nation, 
while Mourning is the best 
freshman ever at his position. 
Douglas is extremely exciting and 
nobody can throw the lob like he 
can.
All-American
F  Hank Gathers (Marymount) 
F- Stacy King (Oklahoma)
C- Pervis Ellison (Louisville) 
G- Sean Elliot (Arizona)
G- Chris Jackson (LSU)
Player of the Year? Take your 
pick, any of these athletes are 
worthy of the honor. Where is 
Danny Ferry? He is a solid player 
but not as dominant as these five 
were during the year.
A ll Dunit Team
Kenny Battle (Illinois)
Robert Brickey (Duke)
Stacy Augmon (UNLV)
Stephen Thompson (Syracuse)
LaBradford Smith (Louisville)
An interesting note to this team 
is that Battfe, Brickey, Thompson, 
and Smith are all 6-6 or shorter. 1 
know one thing, when any of them 
take off I would not want to be the 
one to try and stop them. Battle 
gets my nod for captain, ever since 
be dunked ovbrDwayneSchintzius 
of Florida on an alley-oop from 
underneath the basket on an out of 
bounds situation.
All Rainbow Team
Glen Rice (Michigan)
Derrick Miller (Kentucky)
Scott Haffner (Evansville)
Jay Edwards (Indiana)
Chris Jackson (LSU) -
This squad is reserved for those 
who shoot those sweet J ’s from 
way out that usually end with good 
results. Haffner is the only player 
this year to score 60+ points in one 
game.
A H E aln tlaam
Alonzo Mourning (G’Town) 
Hank Gathers (Marymount) 
Stacy King (Oklahoma)
J.R. Reid (North Carolina) 
Pervis Ellison (Louisville)
These guys will bang on you, 
bloclPyour shot, pin your lay-ups, 
dunk on you, and score on you, all 
without blinking an eye.
I t e  gig Game
I have not gone out otua limb 
since football season ended with a 
prediction, so it is about time I did.
College Night 
Tuesday Nights
at
Electric Avenue
E njoy 25c D raft B eer 8 to 10 p .m .
Must be 19 to enter and if you're 21, receive 
one free admission with your party pass.
r
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P a rty  Pass
Good for one free admission 
on College Night Tuesday's 
at
Electric Avenue 
2120 28th Street
Must be21 to use this pass, expires 4-11-89
Thia Thursday night the 
University of Michigan will tangle 
with the Tar Heels of North 
Carolina. This is the third straight 
game that these two teams have 
met in the NCAA Tourney and 
both times UNC has come out 
victorious.
The Heels will have Reid back, 
after he sat out theUCLAgame for 
missing curfew, to go along with 
the rest of the team. This could 
possibly be the deepest team in the 
nation other than Georgetown.
Michigan is led by Glen Rice, 
who may be playing the best ball 
o f his career, and Rumeal 
Robinson, who is emerging as a 
top notch point guard. The key 
will be Terry Mills who, if he gets 
off his lazy butt, could be the 
difference between a win or a loss. 
Another question mark is Loy 
Vaught Why didn’t he start 
against South Alabama? Just a 
thought, but it appears that Vought 
and interim head coach Steve 
Fisher do not get along.
The final difference is North 
Carolina head coach Dean Smith. 
He has a whole week to prepare for 
the Wolverines, which makes him 
even more dangerous. A 
tremendous edge goes to the Heels 
in this category, as Fisher will have 
is work cut out for him.
I am withholding all of my 
negative feelings for Michigan and 
my personal likeness for North 
Carolina, who run a first class 
program, but look for the Heels to 
make it three inarowin tournament 
play over U of M . __
*V' vjt ’ *1
NORTH CAROLINA 98 
MICHIGAN 89
BOYCOTT
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As
Schaefer 
Sees it
By Steve Schaefer 
Sports Writer
This year’s American League 
East picture is a cloudy one. Six of 
the seven teams, excluding Balti­
more, could win the East in 1989. 
However, three teams emerge as 
the top contenders for the title- 
New York, Detroit, and Milwau­
kee.
The Yankees were busy at the 
winter meetings and should win 
the East under the firm leadership 
of Dallas Green. New acquisi­
tions include free agents Steve Sax, 
Andy Hawkins, and Dave LaPoint, 
as well as traded Lance McCullers,
Jimmy Jones, and Bob Brower. 
Consequently, the Yanks have 
added some much needed pitch­
ing depth and a quality hitter in 
Sax.
The existing lineup features the 
likes of first baseman Don Mat- 
tingley (.311, 18 homers, 88 
RBI’s), left fielder Rickey Hen­
derson, and right fielder Dave 
Winfield. Expect these three to 
have great years with the addition 
of Sax. Mattingley is especially 
out to have a great year because of 
what he felt was a down season in 
1988.
The Yankee pitching staff in­
cludes familiar names likeGuidrey 
and Righetti, along with the afore­
mentioned newcomers. While not 
an overpowering staff, it will still. 
be able to take the division if the 
Yankee hitters perform to their
See SCHAEFER, p .  11
Muller maintained that “We 
don’t want to hurt the individual 
franchises. We want to pressure 
the parent company.”
“I think it’s unfair,” the parent 
company’s Hingstcharged. “They 
(the boycotiers) don’t understand 
the franchise business. They’re 
taking their argument to the wrong 
place. The franchisees are 
individual businessman.”
VAN’S
TROPHY SHOP
FOR ALL Y O U R  AW ARD  
A N D  E N G R A V IN G  NEEDS
J
IN C LU D IN G :
TROPHIES 
/  PLAQUES 
MEDALS 
RIBBONS 
CERTIFICATES
7649 R IV E R V IE W  DR. 
R IV E R V IE W  PLAZA  
J E N IS O N , Ml 49428
457-2540
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Under such arrangements, local 
businesspeople buy equipment, 
suplies, signs and marketing help 
from the parent company, but own 
the local stores themselves. Hingst 
estimated that two-thirds of the 
nation’s Domino’s outlets are 
owned by local interests, not by 
Monaghan’s parent firm.
“They should have thought of 
that before," replied Goucher’s 
Sally Packard. “McDonald’s 
speaks for all its outlets. Domino’s 
does the same tiling. Some of the 
profits from the franchise go back 
to Donino’s. They have to take the 
consequyences of their actions.” 
In fact, some franchisees agree. 
‘All Domino’s stores are not
necessarily in agreement” wil 
Monaghan’s feelings or th 
donation to Operation Rescue, sai 
Bryan Cole, manager of a Ne' 
London, Conn., Domino’s near th 
Connecticut College campus.
“The donation was personal, 
he added, “but the company nam 
was involved. It was nc 
appropriate,"
Cole thought it was “too early t 
gauge the effect of the boycott” oi 
his store. His business, he said 
was “maintaining.”
By Timothy P ad *
Spam Writer
In just four days the NCAA 
wwnnment has narrowed its field 
from the original 64 teams to the 
remaining sweet 16.
The third and fourth rounds are 
waiting to cut tip the field to the 
Final Four and the games are 
getting better with every round.
Below is a chart to get an idea of 
what kind ofgames are to come. I 
have analyzed the team 's 
schedules, experience, scoring 
ability, rebounding talents, three- 
point field goal percentage, size, 
and conference strength. The name 
under the tide illustrates an 
advantage for that team.
Of course there are more things 
to consider like coaching, senior 
leadership, and how well the team 
has played lately. But the 
underlined teams show that they
Tech, he proved to his teammates 
that he has Seattle on his mind and 
nothing else.
Virginia has had some big wins 
and they area good team. But they 
just can’t match up with the 
Sooners who have a relentless 
defense and thebest inside-outside 
scaring threat incollege basketball. 
Oklahoma will win and win big.
N.C. State has the size and 
experience that Georgetown has 
but they don't come close to the 
Hoyas in depth. I think that will be
real Hoya team in to  the 
tournament N.C. State played 
close to their perfect game in 
defeating Iowa and they have made 
it as far as their talent can take 
them.
Indiana faces their first real 
opponent of the tournament Like 
the rest of the Big 10 teams, Indiana 
has had a yellow brick road so far. 
But with the generd Bobby Knight 
Indiana is offto see the wizard. On 
paper Indiana is supposed to have 
a.SOO season and lose in the second
in this next round but the hard part 
is figuring out which one.
Syracuse defeated Missouri in 
the finals of the Big Apple NTT 
preseason lournamentby the score 
of 86-84. The third round game 
should be just as exciting except 
Missouri lost their head coach 
Norm Stewart to hospitalization.
Missouri is inconsistentatpoint 
guard. Assistant Rich Daly can't 
get into a coaching duel with Jim 
Boehiem or else he'll loose. 
Missouri is more of a team for the
NCAA Sweet Sixteen Match-ups
nave an overall advantage with all 
things being considered. MATCHUP SCHED EXPER SCORE REBND THREE SIZES CONPR
Arizona played UNLV earlier 
this season and the wildcats
IWnois-LPuisyillg ILL •even ILL LOU ILL LOU ILL
waltzed to a 86-75 victory. All . Svracuse-Missouri even MIS SYR SYR SYR MIS SYR
Arizona has to do is to slow down 
the tempo a little bit and let Arizonq-UNLV
ARZ ARZ ARZ ARZ ARZ UNLV ARZ
UNLV’s inexperienced players Indiana-Seton Hall IND S.H IND S.H IND S.H IND
make their mistakes. UNLV will
have more dunks but Arizona will Oklahoma* Virginia OKL OKL OKL VIR OKL VIR VIR
advance.
Minnesota just doesn’thave the -Michigan N.C . N.C MICH MICH'
MICH MICH N.C
depth that Duke does. Kansas St. CO1I GEO even GEO NCS GEO NCS NCS
and Siena didn’t have anybody * . ' < '' s$ ♦ S ' /  # 'CStt
who could stop the Gopher’s Duke-Minnesota MIN DUKE DUKE DUKE DUKE DUKE DUKE
forward Willie Burton. Duke can 
throw Alaa Abdelnaby or Robert • 4 v •/h ' :
aa&x : .
Dukehas 18 years ofexperience in 
their starting line-up while 
Minnesota plays with 13 years. 
Duke will get the victory.
Oklahoma is in a great region 
and seeding for as poorly as they 
have been playing. They haven’t 
played well ever since senior guard 
Mookie Blaylock was arrested. 
But the Mook is back. In the 
second half against Louisiana
the deciding factor in this game 
that matches the regular season 
winners from the ACC and Big 
East.
Charles Smith showed that like 
Blaylock he is ready to start 
playing. Alonzo “thechiefjustice” 
Mourning will be this years version 
of the 1986 tournament MVP 
Pervis Ellison. Hoya coach John 
Thompson is ready to bring the
round of the tournament But what 
you can’t figure on paper is heart 
integrity, and team chemistry all 
of which Indiana possesses. Seton 
Hall is a big experienced team and 
they will give Indiana are hard 
time. I feel though that the 
Hoosier’s fundamentals will win 
in the end.
I think that either Illinois, North 
Carolina, or Syracuse will get upset
future than the present The Tiger’s 
intensity will give the Orangemen 
all they can handle. But Syracuse 
has too many athletes and they 
score too many points.
North Carolina and Michigan 
match up great on paper and this 
could be close. Both teams played 
Indiana butN.C. won by 14 where 
Michigan lost twice to the 
Hoosiers. For the last two years
Michigan and BiU Frieder have 
lost in the third round to North 
Carolina.
This year Michigan shoots better 
from three-point land (thanks to 
Glenn Rice) and they are bigger. 
The problem though is with their 
guards and depth. Teny M ills has 
a tendency to be lazy and Michigan 
isn 't the beat defensive team to 
start with.
The return of JJL  Reid helps 
N.C.enormouslyinthefrontcouit 
Just because U.CJLA gave the 
Tar Heels a game doesn’t mean 
Michigan w ill N.C. is a totally 
different team when Reid is on the 
court.
On paper Michigan is supposed 
to win but if they couldn’t beat 
N.C. head coach Dean Smith with 
Frieder they wonU beat N.C. with 
interim coach Steve Fisher.
Illinois is a team that runs, dunks, 
then points out their victims...! like 
that Contrary to belief Illinois is 
not small. Their starting lineup 
averages a height of 6’6.6" while 
Louisville averages 6’6.0".
The key to this game is the 
Cardinals backup center Felton 
Spencer. He is a mountain of man 
who rebounds like crazy but as 
another basketball head friend of 
mine stated he collects fouls like a 
fly strip collects flys.
If Kenny Battle remains 
human, Felton stays out of foul 
trouble, and Louisville guard 
Lebradford Smith controls his 
adrenalin the Cardinals may be 
too strong for Illinois to handle. 
Louisville must slow down the 
Illini break which will lower 
Illinois’field goal percentage. My 
upset; Illinois goes home.
What is great about March 
Madness is that anyone could beat 
anyone on a neutral floor. No one 
can pick the games exactly all the 
time but if I beat Mark Halstead’s 
cat who made his picks, I ’ll feel 
accomplished. Win or loose, 
March mania is on.
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expected standards.
The Milwaukee Brewers have a number 
of experienced veterans like center Fielder 
Robin Yount, third baseman Paul Molitor, 
and pitcher Teddy Higuera to throw at the 
Yankees. They also have a solid blend of 
youthful performers like shortstop Garry 
Sheffield, pitcher Don August, and catcher 
B J. Surhoff to compliment the veterans.
If any team can make a run at the Yankees, 
it is the Brewers. They have a formidable 
pitching staff that is anchored by Higuera 
and lefty Dan Plesac. Their lineup also 
features power hitter Rob Deer and recover­
ing shortstop Dale Svuem.
The Brewers only setbacks in ’89 will 
come from potential injuries, which have 
plagued them in the past See the evidence 
in injuries to Molitor, Svuem, Yount, and 
Higuera in past years. So mishap free, the 
Brewers may just capture their first crown 
since 1982.
The next position bclongsTo niy favorite-  
team and hopefully yours, the Tigers. Yes,
I know they have no hitters and an old 
pitching staff, but I think the group of crafty 
veterans have a few more competitive sea­
sons left in them. Sparky Anderson seems to 
be a wizard at pumping a few more produc­
tive years out of veterans like newly ac­
quired first baseman Keith Moreland and 
left fielder Fred Lynn. Remember Darrell 
Evans, Luis Salazar and Doyle Alexander?
To have any chance at winning the divi­
sion, the Tigers will have to get continued 
production from shortstop Alan Trammell 
(1987- .343, 28 homers, 105 RBI’s) and
,fIA
from a rejuvenated second baseman, Lou 
Whitaker, hitting third. Also, Matt Nokes 
must rebound from slowed production in 
’88 to his ’87 form of 32 home runs and 87 
RBI’s. The above two factors coupled with 
productive seasons from Lynn, Moreland, 
and Chris Brown will finally give some of us 
Detroit fans some scoring.
The pitching staff seems to be old, yet 
reliable. Ace Jack Morris will rebound from 
his 15-13 record to pro­
duce 18 to 20 wins, and 
Jeff Robinson will have 
fully recovered from his 
clotting problem. I also 
expect Alexander, Tan 
ana, and yes, even Her­
nandez to have solid ygars 
as supporting hurlers.
Also look for Mike Hen- 
neman, Frank Williams, 
and Paul Gibson to form a 
solid bullpen committee.
One player to really watch 
Is rfghty Erii 
has a new attitude and
fielder Mike Greenwell (119 RBI’s) and 
batting title winner Wade Boggs lead a crew 
of capable, hitters including Rice, Burks, 
Evans, and Barrett. The Sox also added a 
new dimension in firstbaseman NickEsasky, 
a right handed power at first.
The Boston pitchers are great if you only 
include Roger Clemens, Mike Boddicker, 
Rob Murphy and Lee Smith. However, 
other hurlers like Oil Can Boyd, Wes Gard­
ner, and John Dopson are question marks at 
best Thus, same old Sox, weak arms and 
big bats. Also, I am curious to see how the 
Margo-gate affair will affect the Boston 
players and fans at Fenway. For the Sox to 
have any hope this year, Clemens must win 
25 and the bats must boom!
Toronto has a load of talented players who
See SCHAEFER, p. 12
maybe 15 wins in store for 
him this year.
So, Tiger fans, we won’t 
dominate the world like 
1984, but we may squeak 
out another title in a weak­
ened A.L. East.
The Boston Red Sox 
figure to place fourth in 
the East in 1989. They are 
the same old Red Sox, with 
a ton of hitters and little 
pitching. Players like left
Gale Research Inc 
A S S IS T A N T  E D IT O R S
Gale Research Inc., a major publisher 
of reference books for libraries world­
wide, Is seeking candidates for edito­
rial positions to do research,and writ­
ing for our books. Bachelor's degree 
In English, Language or Humanities Is 
highly preferred; college bourse work 
and Interest In literature of many perl-
posltlons that offer advancement op­
portunities. Our benefit package In­
cludes flexible working hours; medi­
cal, dental, optical and prescription 
drug Insurance, tuition assistance; 
and paid time off between Christmas 
and New Year's. If Interested, please 
send resume, college transcript (If 
available) along with a typewritten, 
nonretumable expository writing 
sample of a literary nature (no journal­
ism articles, poetry or short stories) 
with salary requirements to:
Editorial Positions 
College Recruiters 
G A LE  R ES EA R C H , INC. 
Penobscot Budding 
Detroit. Ml 48226 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
But...You aren 't sure what plasma is used 
for or why we pay for your plasnta donation.
"PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, for the preparation of plasma products for the diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, burn and shock
: to blood type-donors and-------
patients.
"All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation.
Plasma donations require I & 1/2 hours o f your time.
You can earn $25.00 and help others 
by donating plasma twice each week.
i nnHniiiwi* I .. . .......... .. , — . M i . n  ............................... ,
C a ll o r sto p  in  a t o u r B urton H eights location.
CHERRY STREET PLASMA CENTER 
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE 
GRAND RAPIDS 
241-6335
1 .*. virtu*
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Schaefer Does The 
Draft; For All Sports
SCHAEFER 
From p. 11
By Steve Schaefer 
Sports Writer
With drafts upcoming for the 
Lions, Tigers, Pistons, and Red 
Wings, I thought that I would ex­
plain some past drafting goof-ups 
and glories. First o f all, drafting 
well and scouting are the keys to the 
success of a professional franchise. 
For example, lode how many play­
ers Toronto and Los Angeles have 
plucked from the Dominican Re­
public without significant efforts by 
other teams until recently.
In recent years, the Detroit Lions 
have wasted high First round picks 
on washouts like wide receiver Mark 
Nichols in 1983, defensive end 
Reggie Rogers (*87) and tight end 
David Lewis in 1986. Granted, tal­
ent is difficult to evaluate, but al­
most every year we see another 
blown pick by our lowly Lions.
This year, the Lions have gaping 
holes on almost the entire offensive 
unit and are in need of linemen and 
a defensive back. With the number 
three overall pick in the draft, the 
Lions have a chance to really help 
themselves. I would like to see 
them go for defensive back Deion 
Sanders or running back Barry 
Sanders in the first round. Deion’s 
attitude is a question mark, but he 
can defendany wide receiver around. 
Barry’s size is another question 
mark, but the man is all heart
The Tigers have made their share 
of drafting goofs, such as 1981, in
pitcherRicky Barlow, and their 1985 
pick of pitcher Randy Noaek, but 
have also drafted the likes of Alan 
Trammell and JeffRobinson. Being 
a baseball club, the Tigers have the 
most difficult time of any profes­
sional franchise, as baseball talent is 
so difficult to evaluate. This June, 
I’d like to see the Tigers go for 
Fresno State out fielder Steve Hosey 
(a complete player) or teammate 
and shortstop Eddie Zoshey (Tram­
mell is not going to play forever).
The Pistons will (haft in the lower 
portion o f the first round in 1989, 
which isahandicap. However, solid 
role players like UCLA guard Pooh 
Richardson and forwards Anthony 
Cook of Arizona and Kenny Battle 
of Illinois could still be available 
when the Pistons choose.
The Red Wings have a fate simi­
lar to that of the Tigers, as hockey 
talent is as difficult to .evaluate as 
baseball talent For example, re­
member how the Wings selected 
hotshot Joe Murphy out of Michi­
gan State and bypassed Edmonton; 
star and Detroit native Jimmy Car- 
son?
My best guess for 1989’s pick 
would either be MSU’s Bobby 
Reynolds or the University of 
Minnesota’s star goalie.
Drafting is a difficult process. 
Let’s hope for the fans’ sakethatour 
Michigan teams take the best play­
ers and not the crybabies or just the 
big names.
,
have come offofbad seasons in ’88. 
George Bell’s production fell dra­
matically from his’87 MVP stats, as 
well as the demises of Jesse Barfield 
and Lloyd Moseby. Any shot at an 
East crown in ’89 has to start with 
renewed production from the "best 
outfield in baseball” a couple of 
years ago. Also, pleasant surprise 
third baseman Kelly Gruber must 
continue to be productive.
Pitching is strong in Toronto with 
the inclusion of arms like lefty 
Jimmy Key, Dave Stieb, Tom 
Henke, and Jeff Mussleman over a 
full year. The seasons of these four 
men, along with the hope o f a reju­
venated outfield are Toronto’s only 
hopes in ’89. However, look for 
Fred McGriff (34 homers) to con­
tinue tobearisingstar in Toronto no 
matter what happens to the team.
~ The Cleveland Indians always 
seem a bit short of putting a good 
team on the field. In the past few
yean, the Indians have only been a 
few players away from contention. 
The nucleus is strong with names 
like Joe Carter, Cory Snyder, and 
Greg Swindell gracing the Cleve­
land roster. However, weak com­
plim entary players like Jerry 
Browne, and Oddi be McDowell 
obtained with Pete O’Brien for Ju­
lio Franco are not the answer.
The only hope for the Indians in 
1989 isasolidstaff tobackSwindeU 
and continued production from re­
liever Doug Jones. The Indians also 
need rookie Luis Medina to be a 
power force like he seemed to beat 
year’s end in ’88, with six homers. 
Despite the good points, Cleveland 
should be glad for the Orioles so 
they won’t finish last for q few years 
yet
The Orioles are pathetic, plain 
and simple. The only established 
players are Cal Ripken and Phil 
Bradley. TheOriolesalsohavevery
little pitching and very little hope 
for 1989. However, things on the 
horizon do lode a bit more promis­
ing. The front offico has been tak­
ing steps to improvethese once proud 
birds. The Orioles have moved 
disgruntled first baseman Eddie 
Murray, left fielder Fred Lynn, and 
pitcher Mike Morgan in favor of 
youth. The Orioles realize that these 
players would not have been much 
help in molding apainstalting growth 
of several young players.
Thus, look for players like out 
fielders Mike Deveraux and Steve 
Finley, and pitchers Gregg Olson, 
Pete Hamish.and BobMilacki to be 
enthusiastic, but for now terrible. In 
a few years, the Orioles may have 
quite a  pitching staff if they are 
patient with them. Also, they are in 
the bestposition to draft All-Ameri­
can hurler Ben McDonald of LS U in 
June to add to their staff.
JOB OPPORTUNITY^ 
WITH TH€ 14 NT HORN
WE’RE HIRING FOR NEXT YEAR!
Services
R E S E A R C H  P A P E R S .
15,278 AVAILABLE! Catalog 
$2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206 XT, Los Angeles 90025, 
Toll Free (8 0 0 )3 5 1 -0 2 2 2 ,  
Ext.33. VISA/MC OR COD.
tfnc
T E R M  P A P E R S ,
R E S U M E S , etc. Accurate, 
professional, reliable, reasonable. 
532-2960. 24-4tp
Meetings
ALCOHOLICS Anonym ous
meets every Friday at 12 p.m. in 
the Cove Room/KC. For more 
in form ation  con tact the 
Counseling Center. 25-Up
Public Relations Student Society 
o f America meets every Monday 
at 6:30 p.m. in the Bay 
Room/KC. Call Dan Martuch at 
895-5323 for more information.
Wanted
W RITERS AND ARTISTS
for the Lanthorn. Must be 
energetic, and able to meet 
deadlines. Prior experience 
preferred, but not necessary. For 
more info or to apply, stop in the 
L anthorn  office, lower level 
Kirkhof Center, 895-3120 or 
895-3608. tfnc
N o n - s m o k i n g ,  m a l e
student looking for a place to 
rent in Allendale area for the 
month o f  April. Phone
895-6094 and leave a message.
2 4 - 2tp
IM M EDIATE OPENING for
a male at Campus West Apts. 
Withing walking distance of 
GVSU campus. Take over lease 
for April/May.' Rent $175/mth. 
plus utilities. Call 895-5908 - 
ask for Keith or leave message.
2 5 -  1 tp
V a r n u m ,  R i d d e r i n g ,
Schmidt & Howlett, a Grand 
Rapids law firm is looking for 
temporary summer housing from 
mid-May to the end of August for 
its summer associates. We are 
interested in furnished apartments 
or houses. Please contact Cindy 
Shaver at 4 5 9 -4 1 8 6 , ext.  
2600i 2 I - e o w 4 f c
Adviser- $4,000/yr.
Editor in Chief- $1920/yr.
Business Manager-$U00/yr.
APPLICATIONS AND RESUMES DUE APRIL 4.1989  
SUBMIT TO THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
'-YEAM 
■APPOINTMENTS!
NEWS EDITOR 
FEATURES EDITOR 
COPY EDITOR
APPLICATIONS DUE APRIL 21, 1989 
SUBMIT TO THE LANTHORN OFFICE, 
FIRST FLOOR OF KIRKHOF CENTER
s a l a m i  p o s it io n s !
AWRITERS/REPORTERS 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
TYPESETTERS  
LAYOUT ARTISTS 
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS 
ADVERTISING COPYWRITERS
MOUMLY WAGES 
BEPENB ON EXPERIENCE!
CLASSIFIED ADS wanted
for the Lanthorn. $3.00 for first 
15 words. 15<t for each additional 
word. $ 1.00 for border. All ads 
must be prepaid. The Lanthorn 
office is in the lower level of 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to The 
Lanthorn, Grand Valley State 
Universi ty,  Al lendale,  MI 
49401. Deadline is six days prior 
to publication (Thursday at 5 
p.m.). For our 10 words for $1 
GVSU student rate show your 
I.D. at the Lanthorn office.
V,APPLY A TTH E LANTHORN OFFICE
Unknown Fact # /:  Not many students know it, but you can receive credit 
hours for working at the Lanthorn! Independent studies and internships are 
available through the Lanthorn for almost any position. That's right. Pho­
tographers, writers, editors, managers, and artists can receive credits fo r  
working on the Lanthorn staff! CALL THE LANTHORN OR ASK YOUR 
ADVISOR ABOUT THIS UNKNOWN FACT
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE LANTHORN O ff ICE AT 8 9 5 -3 /2 0  
OR 895-3608  I f  INQUIRING ABOUT BUSINESS MANAGER, EDITOR 
IN CHIEF OR ADVISER POSITIONS CALL THE DEAN Of STUDENTS 
O ff ICE AT 895-3585  OR THE LANTHORN O ff ICE.
